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State Farm Reverses California Policy Non-
Renewals – With a Catch

Live Insurance News

State Farm, the largest insurance carrier in California, has announced a significant reversal of its earlier
decision to not renew over 70,000 policies in the state, including 30,000 home insurance policies. This
change comes after the company initially cited increasing wildfire risks as the primary reason for its
decision back in March. However, the company’s renewed commitment comes with a notable caveat that
is bound to impact policyholders significantly.

According to a statement from Sevag Sarkissian, State Farm’s California spokesperson, while the
company will renew the policies, policyholders must now secure fire coverage through the California FAIR
Plan. The FAIR Plan is the state’s insurance program of last resort, providing fire coverage but lacking
other essential coverages such as liability. Additionally, it is generally more expensive than
comprehensive policies offered by private insurers.

Policies dated for renewal after July 3 will need to include a “FAIR Plan Policy Perils Exclusion.” This
means that while State Farm will continue to provide coverage for other perils, fire coverage must be
sourced separately through the FAIR Plan.

Industry Perspectives
Jeff Okrepkie, a broker with the George Petersen Insurance Agency in Santa Rosa, noted that the industry
has been pushing for this type of coverage for years. However, he questioned whether it would be cost-
effective for consumers. “The question becomes is it going to be cost-effective for consumers,” he said,
highlighting the various scenarios policyholders will need to consider.

United Policyholders Executive Director Amy Bach has pledged to “hold the line” on the erosion of
insurance benefits in light of increasing disasters. “This is not what we want the market to look like,”
Bach said. “We already have problems with consumers facing challenges of having nothing for flood or
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earthquake. It’s inefficient, wasteful, and expensive.”

Broader Implications
The insurance landscape shift triggered by State Farm’s decision is poised to have significant
ramifications on California’s real estate market. The new requirement for homeowners to secure fire
coverage separately through the FAIR Plan can create roadblocks in the process of purchasing or selling
property. With fire coverage being an essential aspect of property insurance, potential buyers may find it
increasingly difficult to obtain comprehensive coverage, making properties less attractive and hampering
real estate transactions.

State and federal lawmakers have voiced their concerns regarding these broader implications. More than
30 lawmakers, including Rep. John Garamendi, D-Vallejo, a former state insurance commissioner, have
signed a letter to California Insurance Commissioner Ricardo Lara. They are urging a review of the state’s
Sustainable Insurance Strategy, which allows for rate increases to stabilize the market and retain carriers
in the state. The potential economic detriment extends beyond individual homeowners to the overall
stability and growth of California’s housing market. As the state navigates these new insurance
requirements, balancing risk management with market health will be critical to sustaining economic
viability in wildfire-prone areas.

Consumer Impact
The requirement for a FAIR Plan policy represents a significant shift in the insurance landscape for
California homeowners. While it allows State Farm to manage its risk exposure to wildfires, it places
additional financial and logistical burdens on policyholders. The added cost and complexity of securing
separate fire coverage may deter some homeowners from maintaining comprehensive insurance,
potentially leaving them vulnerable to other risks.

Conclusion
State Farm’s decision to renew policies in California with the new requirement for FAIR Plan fire coverage
marks a pivotal moment in the state’s insurance market. While it offers a temporary solution to the
immediate crisis of non-renewals, it raises questions about the long-term sustainability and affordability
of property insurance in wildfire-prone areas.

As the state deals with these challenges, policyholders, industry experts, and lawmakers will need to
collaborate to find solutions that balance risk management with consumer protection. For now, California
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homeowners must carefully weigh their options and consider the implications of these changes on their
insurance coverage and overall financial security.
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